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(Receiued 3 March 1975) 
The paper which follows may be regarded as the best substitute available for the lecture which V. M. Buhstaber would 
have delivered to the International Congress of Mathematicians, Vancouver 1974, if he had been present. (We would 
like to say how sorry we are that he was not able to be there.) In fact, we originally agreed to prepare itfor submission to
the Proceedings of the Congress. The text is in the form of a report on Buhstaber’s work by J. F. Adams and A. 
Liulevicius, and these two authors accept entire responsibility for it. Of course, our primary source is the account of 
Buhstaber’s work which we heard at the Congress from A. T. Fomenko, and we would like to thank him for all his help. 
But we have also tried to improve our understanding by consulting the papers which Buhstaber has published in
Russian. 
We assume that the reader is aware of the connection between complex cobordism and the theory of formal 
groups[2,5]; this work is generally respected. The topic of two-valued forma1 groups represents an extension of this 
theory. It is conceived partly as a contribution to pure algebra, but it is inspired by an application to algebraic topology; 
this application lies in the theory of characteristic classes of symplectic bundles, and in the study of symplectic 
cobordism. 
41. BASIC NOTIONS OF THE THEORY OF TWO-VALUED FORMAL GROUPS 
THE FIRST intuitive understanding of two-valued formal groups appeared in 111 (see also [2]). 
In the theory of formal groups, one assumes given a “product” f(x, y) which is a formal 
power-series in two variables, say f(x, y) E A[[x, y]], where A is a commutative ring of 
coefficients. In the theory of two-valued formal groups, one supposes given a quadratic equation 
FZ(x,Y)-el(x,Y)~(x,Y)+~z(x,Y)=O (1.1) 
with coefficients 0,(x, y), 0,(x, y) in A [[x, y]]; the “roots” F+(x, y), F-(x, y) of this equation are 
to be treated as analogues of f(x, y ). Now, the equation (1.1) need not have any solutions in the 
ring A [[x, y]]; it will of course have solutions in an extension of A [[x, y]], but since we have not 
assumed that A is an integral domain, we cannot assume that it then has only two solutions. 
However, we can introduce two further symbols F‘(x, y), F-(x,, y) subject to the relations 
F’(x, Y) + F-(x, Y) = e&G y ) 
F+(x, Y U-(x, Y) = e2(x, Y ). 
(1.2) 
F+(x, y) and F-(x, y) will be called “the roots” of (1.1). A symmetric polynomial in F’(x, y) and 
F-(x, y) will then give a unique element of A [[x, y]]; and the same will be true for a symmetric 
power-series in F+(x, y) and F-(x, y), provided we assume that 0,(x, y) has zero constant erm 
and 0,(x, y) is zero to the first order; this assumption will follow from (1.3), (1.4) below. 
One would now like to assume appropriate analogues of the conditions usual for formal 
groups, such as commutativity, associativity and the existence of a unit. For commutativity, we 
can demand that the equations for F(x, y) and F(y, x) coincide: 
6(x, y) = ei(y, x), i = 1,2. (1.3) 
For the unit, one can demand that on substituting y = 0 the equation for F(x, 0) becomes the 
obvious one with both roots x: 
e dx, 0) = 2x, e,(x, 0) = ~2. (1.4) 
For associativity, one can write out a quartic equation whose four roots are F’(F’(x, y), z), and 
another quartic whose four roots are F’(x, F’(y, z)). One can now demand that these two 
quartics coincide; equating coefficients, one obtains the following four conditions. (For brevity, 
F’ occurring as a left-hand argument with z on its right means F-(x, y), while F’ occurring as a 
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right-hand argument with x on its left means F’(y, z).) 
8,(F’, z) + e,(F-, z) = e&r, F’) + e,(x, F-) 
&(F+, z) + &(F-, z) + e,(F+, z)e,(F-, z) 
= e,(x, F’) + 0,(x, F-) + e,(x, F+)e,(x, F-) 
B,(F’, z)e*(F-, z)+ el(F-, z)e*(F’, z) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
= 0,(x, F+)ez(x, F-) + e,(x, F-)ez(x, F’) (1.7) 
B*(F’, Z)BZ(F_, z) = e,(x, F’)Bz(x, F-). (1.8) 
Definition. Equation (1.1) will be called a two-valued formal group over A (or a formal spin 
group over A) if conditions (l-3)-(1.8) are satisfied. 
One notes that if the ring A has no zero-divisors, and if equation (1.1) has a solution in 
A [[x, y]], then it has two equal solutions F’(x, y) = F-(x, y) = f(x, y), and the system becomes a
commutative formal group. 
It follows from (1.3) and (1.4) that 0,(x, y) = 2(x + y) to the first order, and 0,(x, y) = 
x2+ ‘yxy + y* to the second order. Here, according to (1.8), y must satisfy the necessary 
condition 
(y - 2)*(r + 2) = 0. (1.9) 
Conversely, this condition is sufficient o ensure that the truncated series 
6,(x, y) = 2(x + Y) 
~*(x,y)=x*+~xy+y* (1.10) 
give a two-valued formal group. A two-valued formal group of this form is called elementary. 
According to (1.9), the most important cases are those with y = ?2. A two-valued formal 
group is said to be ofthejirst type if 0,(x, y) = (x - y)’ to the second order, of the second type if 
e,(x, y) = (x + y)’ to the second order. 
The elementary two-valued formal group of the first type may be written 
+vF(x,y)=+x+~/y; 
one may think of it as corresponding to the additive formal group f(u, u) = u + u under the 
double covering map x = u*. The elementary two-valued formal group of the second type has a 
double root 
F(x,y)=x+y; 
it is therefore the additive formal group. However, one must expect its structure to be more easily 
changed by a small perturbation of 0, and f% than would be the case for the first type. 
82. A TOPOLOGICAL EXAMPLE; PONTRJAGIN CLASSES OF COMPLEX BUNDLES 
First we recall how one obtains a formal group from complex cobordism. Over CP” x CP” we 
have canonical complex line bundles 5, and c2; these have Chern classes, say 
u = c&J,), u = c,(52) E MU2(CP”x CP”). 
For later use we also introduce 
We have 
n = c,(5;) = c,([,_I), fi = c1(5;) = cl(l*-‘). 
MU*(CP”x CP”) = n”[[u, VII, 
where Rv is the coefficient ring a&MU); we may thus define 
f(u, u) = cd51 0 c 521, 
and we obtain a formal group. 
In the symplectic ase one copies this procedure as closely as one can. 
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A symplectic bundle 6 has (extraordinary) Pontrjagin classes P&,(5) E MSp4’(X) and a 
Pontrjagin polynomial PS,(.$) = 1+ Z P&([)ti. If 5 is a complex bundle, one can define its 
Pontrjagin polynomial P”(S) = 1 + ZiPU’(S)ti to be 
where H means the quatemions and o: MSp *(X)+MU*(X) is the obvious map. If 5 is the 
complex bundle underlying a symplectic bundle 5, we have P”(c) = &‘s~(,$). It is not difficult to 
show that for any complex bundle 5 over the space II BSp (nt ) the Pontrjagin classes Pui (5) lie in 
MU*(lI BSp(nk)). (For example, we suggest, it cai be done by restricting to a maximal torus.) 
Over ;P” x HP” we have canonical symplectic line bundles n1 and q2. We then have 
MU*(HP” x HP”) = a,[[~, y]] 
where x = P”‘(q,), y = P”‘(t)& Let 
&(x,y)=PL& @c7)*) E n”[[X,yll 
for i = 1,2 (we have P”‘(TJ, @C q2) = 0 for i > 2). 
THEOREM 2.1[3]. The coeficients 8 (x, y ) define (I two -oalued formal group of the first type. 
All mystification can be avoided by restricting to the maximal torus. Under the map 
CP”x CP”+ HP” x HP” we can identify x with uii, y with ut7 and F+(x, y), F-(x, y) with 
f(u, n)f(fi, fi), f(K fi)f(C v)Dl. 
We comment on the proof of the associativity condition. We have 
MU*(HP” x HP” x HP-) = fifl[x, y, z]]. 
Over the space HP” x HP” x HP” we have the bundle q1 oC Q 6& 7.. Let us define 
+i(X, yj 2) = P,'(?J* @ C 92 0 C 73) E n2[[& Y9 211 
for 1 s i I 4 (we have Pv’ (17, @ c q2 @ c qs) = 0 for i > 4). We have two ways to work out these 
Pontrjagin classes; when we do so and equate the results, we obtain the equations (1.5~(1.8). 
In Theorem 2.1, the ring of coefficients A can be taken to be the subring A of au generated by 
the coefficients of 6,(x, y) and f&(x, y). The coefficients of the series $, lie in A, but they may be 
more restricted. In fact, the bundle q, aCn2 Qcq3 is the complex bundle underlying a 
symplectic bundle 5; for a symplectic bundle is a complex one provided with a conjugate-linear 
structure map j such that j’ = -1, and on r), @ C n2 @ c n3 we can take j @ j @ j. Therefore we 
have P”‘(r), @ C n2 @ c qj) = @P&,(t). Buhstaber writes I for the subring of & generated by 
the coefficients of the series @(x, y, z), and he offers the following result. 
THEOREM 2.2[3]. (a) A coincides with the subring of Ru generated by the coejkients of the 
series in the images of all the homomorphisms 
Pu: K(BSp(n))-,MU*(BSp(n))[ltll 
where n runs over 1,2,3,. . . 
(b) I coincides with rhe subring of Rv generated by the coeficients of the series in the images 
of all the homomorphisms 
oPsp: KSp(BSp(n))+MU*(BSp(n))[[tll 
where n runs ouer 1,2,3,, . . . 
03. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
We return to the situation considered in 0 1, and add the assumption that A has no elements of 
order 2. 
If A [[xl] is considered as a ring of functions, it is dual to a ring of differential operators. Let D 
be a free module over A [f] with basis elements Di for i = 0, 1,2, . . .; define a pairing 
AIflbll 0 D+A61 
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(-z&X”, Di) = ai; 
this identifies A[t][[x]] with the dual of D. Similarly one identifies A[i][[x, yll with the dual of 
D @ D. One may define a map 
A: A [~l[bll+ A [tl[b, y II 
by 
A(W)) = i(W’+) + HF-)). 
Buhstaber calls this map the shift. One would like to say that A gives A [f][[x]] the structure of a 
commutative coalgebra; unfortunately this is not strictly true as A [$[[x, y]] is not the same as 
A[t][[x]] @ A[S][[y]]. However, A is the dual of a map 
~1 D @ D+D; 
this map p gives D the structure of a commutative algebra with unit Do; we write this algebra 
D(F*) to display its dependence on the two-valued formal group concerned. Any element d of D 
defines a map of D-modules D + D by 6 H da ; dualising, it defines a map 
d: A [;lN~l1+A[~l[[xll 
of “comodules” over the “coalgebra” A [t][[x]]. As an example, take d = D, ; then D,,($(x) is the 
coefficient of Y” in A($(x)). Buhstaber emphasises this interpretation of the elements of D as 
linear operators on A [;][[x]l. 
LEMMA 3.1. The map 
DI: A[%bll-+ A[fl[bll 
is given by 
D, =fm,(x)~+l(x~,(x)-~dx))~ 
where 
qux)=$f%(x, Y)/ . 
y-0 
$4. TWO-VALUED FORMAL GROUPS OVER Q-ALGEBRAS 
Let A be a module over the field of rational numbers. Then it is possible to write down an 
analogue of Lie’s first theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. The series u(x, y) = Am is the unique solution of the differential equation 
66) *+(xg,(x)-$4x)) axz 
a’u(X,Y) =~~Y)~~(X~Y)+(y~,(y)_~*~Y))~‘~(x~Y) I 
dY JY ’ 
u(x, 0) = IL(x). 
Using the solution of this equation one can write down equations for 0,(x, y) and &(x, y). 
In Theorem 4.1, the uniqueness of a solution 
u(x, y) = c U”(X)Y” 
n 
can be proved by induction over n. For this purpose one calculates the effect on the right-hand 
side of introducing the term u. (x)y “. The result of this calculation may be expressed in another 
way: by virtue of our assumption that A is a Q-algebra, the ring D(F’) is a polynomial algebra 
A [D,l. 
It is therefore natural to write down the element B(x) E A[[x]] such that 
B(O)=O, (E&D,)= 1, (B,D,“)=O for n>l. 
This is the unique solution of the differential equation 
c$,(x)dB(x) d’B(x) 7+(x+,(x) - &(X))~ = 2, B (0) = 0. 
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It provides a “canonical coordinate” in our group. In the “elementary” case we have B(x) = x. 
Let p be the inverse of B, so that P(B(x)) = x. 
Buhstaber now states: 
THEOREM 4.2. (a) If Fl(x, y ) is a two -valued formal group of the first type, then the series B(x) 
establishes a strict isomorphism from this two-valued formal group to one which is elementary 
and of the first type. Also one has the formula 
where 
B(x) = (Iv’&) 
$(t) =; t+(t) - 4*(t) 
t ’ 4(O) = 1. 
(b) If F’(x, y) is a two-valued formal group of the second type, then the series B(x) 
established a strict isomorphism from this two-valued formal group to one in which 
where 
d4x,y)=2(x+y) and 
~z(x,y)=(x+p)‘-~2(x,y), 
and the coefficients Ki of the series K(x) = 1 Kix”’ satisfy KiKi = 0 for i 2 1, j 2 1. 
i=, 
In particular, if the ring A has no nilpotent elements, then fl(x, y) = 0. 
Buhstaber states also that this theorem gives a full classification of two-valued formal groups 
of the first and second types (over a Q-algebra.) 
It seems that this theorem has not appeared in print before. 
One should perhaps comment on the notion of isomorphism used in this theorem. In the 
theory of formal groups, when one makes a change of variable, one has to apply the same change 
not only to x and y, but also to f(x, y). Here one has to proceed similarly with F’(x, y) and 
F-(x, y). This causes no problem, because the sum and product of 
F a. (F’(x. y I)‘, 7 a. (F-(x, Y))” 
are expressible in terms of 0,(x, y) and 13,(x, y). This point becomes relevant in the next section. 
“Strict” means that the change of variables is the identity to the first order. 
95. UNIVERSAL TWO-VALUED FORMAL GROUPS 
It is clear that a homomorphism A + A ’ carries a two-valued formal group over A into one 
over A ‘; so the term ‘universal two-valued formal group’ can be introduced exactly as for formal 
groups. 
To construct he universal formal group one begins by taking the additive formal group and 
making the most general possible change of variables. For two-valued formal groups of the first 
type one can proceed similarly. 
Take the ring A’=Z[b,, bz,. . .] and the series B(x) = x + I: b,x “+I. Make the change of 
variables B(x) in the elementary two-valued formal group of the first type; this can be given by 
the formulae 
Set 
-- 
6,‘= F+(x, y) + F-(x, y) 
02’ = F+(x, y)F-(x, y) 
as usual: then 8,’ lie in A’[[x, y]]. Let A’ be the subring of A’ generated by the coefficients of 64’ 
and &‘. Then Buhstaber states: 
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THEOREM 5.1[4]. (a) This two-valued formal group over the ring A’ is the universal two-valued 
formal group of the first type. 
(b) A’[$] = Z[fl[a,, a2,. . .I. 
Buhstaber states that the ring of definition of the universal two-valued formal group of the 
second type contains elements of arbitrary order p, p > 2 (and, we presume, prime.) The sources 
available to us do not give the description of this universal object, but formulate a consequence. 
THEOREM 5.2[4]. If the ring A does not have nilpotent elements than the equation for any 
two-valued formal group of the second type has a solution f(x, y) E A[t][[x, y]] which gives a 
one-dimensional formal group. 
Buhstaber states that the proofs of these theorems are very complicated and rely essentially 
on new methods. At this point the sources available to us become obscure, and we offer the 
following interpretation with due warning. As in [4], it is necessary to proceed by considering the 
indecomposable quotient (say Ai> of the coefficient ring for the universal two-valued formal 
group. It is therefore natural to consider two-valued formal groups over Ai, and in particular their 
equations of associativity. It turns out that these equations can be interpreted using the 
bar-construction on the “coalgebra” A[[x]] considered in 83. This permits the introduction of 
homological methods. A key role is played by the fact that for two-valued formal groups of the 
first type, the appropriate products in the cohomology of coalgebras are not commutative. 
Buhstaber states: 
96. APPLICATIONS TO COBORDISM 
THEOREM 6.1[4]. The two-valued formal group of 82, with A = A, is isomorphic to the 
universal two-valued formal group of the first type. 
Next he introduces the ring 
L = HomMv.(Mv,(MU*(MSp), G,) C Ru. 
This may also be described[2] as the rational envelope of Rs, in &, or as the subring of & 
where all Chern numbers involving an odd Chern class are zero. 
THEOREM 6.2. (a) [l]. R$, [f] = A[;]. 
(b) [l; 2.22, 2.231; [2]. The ring A lies in L, but does not coincide with it. 
It appears that A,, # L, first for n = 12. 
Buhstaber emarks that certain authors have used unitary cobordism to investigate the 
symplectic obordism groups, and that their results can be expressed by means of two-valued 
formal groups. He states the following as key facts. Let 
L(X) = Horn M”YM”~(MU*(MSP ), MU*(X)); 
then 
where g(u) is the logarithm of the formal group; and 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
L4*(CP” x CP”) = L [lx, y, Fll mod F2 - 8,(x, y)F + i2(x, y). 
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